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A reminder that being an alpha is fun: two female teachers had a
threesome with a 16 y.o student after a football game
October 3, 2014 | 42 upvotes | by cooltrip

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2776606/Married-English-teacher-arrested-carnal-knowledge-ju
venile-male-student-overheard-bragging-sex-TWO-teachers-videotaped.html
Not only are women hypergamous; something inside of them really loves and needs to brag about how
hypergamous they are, in order to get non-alphas' respect, admiration and bux.
btw, when you are 16, your alphaness is gene-based, not gym-based.
After the threesome, the boy is a bit more confident.
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Comments

[deleted] • 28 points • 3 October, 2014 08:44 PM 

Let's also not forget the important thing that we're all missing here, these teachers are hot, and somewhere out
there is a sweet sweet shitty sex tape that we're not looking for.

ResidentHollow • 13 points • 3 October, 2014 08:57 PM 

http://nypost.com/2014/10/02/teachers-arrested-for-alleged-threesome-with-student/

Get this one of the teachers is married and has three children.

KyfhoMyoba • 18 points • 3 October, 2014 11:37 PM 

How much would it suck to be that whore's husband? How do you live that shit down? HuffPo had a
slideshow on this subject. 45 teachers sexing students. 3 teachers were male. Friend and I rated the female's
pics. Majority were top third, i.e., 6.5 or better. About half were married.

And, of course, the incarceration rate and the time served by the females was waaaaaay less than what the
male teachers received.

kulrajiskulraj • 1 point • 4 October, 2014 09:39 AM 

Well if she's in jail I'm hopeful that the usual male divorce rape wouldn't be as bad.

VegasHostTre • 7 points • 3 October, 2014 09:04 PM 

No matter how young or how old, no matter homeless or billionaire, no matter the ethnicity one addage always
holds true and if i could teach all men one thing TRP it's this.

Alpha fux, Beta bux.

cooltrip[S] • -7 points • 3 October, 2014 10:59 PM 

Alpha fux, beta plays confidence.

[deleted] • 6 points • 3 October, 2014 08:01 PM 

Are these women outliers or did this 16 year high school student really the best choice to fuck rather than men in
their twenties that are probably fitter/more money/etc?

How does this example prove hypergamy?

I_Wear_Jorts5 • 18 points • 3 October, 2014 08:13 PM 

How does this example prove hypergamy?

Well, at least IMO, it proves that being "most" alpha isn't important. Simply being alpha, available, and
having a little game are the most important things. That's how we have 16 year olds banging teachers and
homeless guys banging different girls every night. Money and status are extremely important in becoming a
top tier alpha who is capable of pulling 10s, but it isn't the end all, be all. Being ripped is important but being
the "most" ripped isn't as important.

I think a lot of people on TRP put so much stress on being the best possible man you can be, that they psych
themselves out of good, easy pussy. I mean, just the awareness of TRP probably puts you into the top 50% of
men. If you are fit and dress decently, you''re already qualified to bang the majority of girls out there,
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assuming you have some game of course. That's not to say you shouldn't keep pushing yourself, of course

markasstrick123 • 6 points • 3 October, 2014 10:08 PM 

This sparks so much jealousy seeing as I could have banged my teachers if I wasn't a beta phaggot

I_Wear_Jorts5 • 7 points • 3 October, 2014 10:25 PM 

Can't tell if this is sarcasm or not.

I knew a few football players who were rumored to have fucked teachers at my high school. These
dudes were the gang member type, who were pretty badass and willing to go the extra mile to try and
fuck a teacher.

When I was a senior, I distinctly remember flirting with younger teachers and they actually seemed to
enjoy it. I'll never know what would have happened if I actually tried to go further. Kinda makes me
wonder, especially with all these student-teacher scandals in the news lately.

markasstrick123 • 5 points • 3 October, 2014 10:28 PM 

I just kinds missed out being extremely low value. If only I had lifted...

rickster673 points 3 October, 2014 11:24 PM [recovered] 

You have plenty of life to live the right way man. Don't be down on missed opportunities. I
know 100% how bad that road is

markasstrick123 • 3 points • 4 October, 2014 01:16 AM 

What would you recommend for extreme anger? I often find myself wanting to assert
dominance and beat the hell out of guys that think they are hot shit. I was bullied and girls
ignored me and went for the popular dudes. I'm not the kinds guy that accepts defeat. I
want it all, or death.

rickster673 points 4 October, 2014 02:38 AM [recovered] 

I'm no therapist, but I'd recommend doing exactly what you're brain is telling you to
do. Take up boxing or some MMA. (I took up ice hockey and got back into football)

You need to replace your uncontrolled, violent, omega mindset with some real
confidence. Don't go hurting anyone, but channel the impotent rage into a potent body.

A manly body can change your entire outlook on the rest of the world. I found that the
bit of confidence lead to a naturally dominant attitude in everything. The rage mostly
just dissipated for me with real confidence.

I hope any of this applies to you. I really do wish you success.

markasstrick123 • 2 points • 4 October, 2014 02:46 AM 

True, maybe I should just realize that this is the way the game is played. Realize I
made mistakes in the past and apply the new knowledge to secure a better future.

whystoppnow • 2 points • 4 October, 2014 12:00 AM 

I wish I was that kid. My life would have taken a much more positive track with the confidence boost
of a three-way with two hot teachers. When I was sixteen I played sports too. Didn't stop me from
crying and blaring Fall Out Boy and My Chemical Romance.
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oldredder • 1 point • 4 October, 2014 03:15 AM* 

meh. But 2 would I ever have considered it, the rest were hags or men.

Last year physics stand-in teacher, age 26, and me then age 18. Definitely doable and of all things,
she was emotionally fragile & made the mistake of showing that. If I had known then what I know
now I could have feigned being not too bright about this or that question and used the entire time to
push/pull her emotions and make a play.

Other was far, far too early on but the taste would have been mint. She was 28 but a fine age 28 and
sadly for me... age 13. That's just too far to expect a shot. Except apparently for these reported
outliers.

*edit: well damn. Out of curiosity, did the math, she should be age 44 now. Out of further curiosity
did an image search for her. Actually found her on twitter. Dammmm that wall.

busior • 1 point • 4 October, 2014 03:32 AM 

In the end it's all about confidence. The first company to develop confidence pills will make milions

busior • 1 point • 4 October, 2014 02:30 PM 

Lol and I get a downvote ? Confidence is like beauty and young age for women. It is a marker of
health and fertility. It does not mean she's 100% healthy & fertile though - it's just a marker. It works
on a subconscious level and despite explicit knowledge (for example if you're using a condom your
brain shouldn't care is she's attractive or not - she's not getting pregnant anyway, but there were no
contraceptives when we as a specie formed). You might know you'd have better luck to spread your
genes with an ugly girl who's not using contraceptives, than an attractive one that's using them - for
your brain it doesn't matter though.

It's similar for confidence. A confident guy is attractive to women. Doesn't matter if you're dumb, and
have a dead end job plus average looks. Rock hard confidence gives them tingles and they can't help
it. Thus I am fcking right in my post above. A drug that boosts your confidence will be a bigger thing
than ED pills.

Ganjgirlsandsteelies • 1 point • 6 October, 2014 06:08 AM 

So just cocaine without the comedown or addictive side effects.

FREEPIG • 5 points • 4 October, 2014 12:18 AM 

I don't know where it fits into the alpha/beta paradigm but some women will cheat with younger men with no
status or even mentally handicapped men. I think its more about control for some of these women than
hypergamy.

Also, women (mature teenagers), are in their natural habitat within a high schools walls. The social hierarchy
of the students becomes their own.

should_ • 1 point • 4 October, 2014 05:18 AM 

You're right on about it being strange on a hotness level re: fitness, but regarding money, that doesn't make
pussy juice run. It's a huge convenience and means the lady gets free dinner, and with a ring, a free life. But
it doesn't make her horny. Alpha fucks, beta bucks.

Source: I'm into men.

FREEPIG • 8 points • 3 October, 2014 11:58 PM 
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I know a girl who cheated on her bf with retarded guys she was paid to watch. Does that mean they were alpha
retards or will some broads just fuck men they can control?

kulrajiskulraj • 2 points • 4 October, 2014 09:40 AM 

You can't trust most women's thought process

Glenbert • 1 point • 4 October, 2014 04:44 AM 

This is not a bad point. Just because one may accept that women seek alpha doesn't mean you have to believe
that they are capable of actually getting, or even identifying alpha. I wonder if many women are just
hardwired to go against the grain. I mean, how was the least hairy, least strong of the apes -- our ancestor --
the most alpha of the troop.

Position5hero • 22 points • 3 October, 2014 05:03 PM 

btw, when you are 16, your alphaness is gene-based, not gym-based.

Wrong? He's on the football team. That means lifting not only as a mandatory minimum for varisty, but lifting in
practices.

Beastly_Squirrel • 6 points • 3 October, 2014 05:08 PM 

Yes lifting is mandatory, but lifting only goes so far when determining an alpha.

I would argue Nature vs. Nurture that instead of gene-based "alphaness" it could be that that he was raised to
be an alpha.

Obviously I'm only speculating.

Position5hero • 10 points • 3 October, 2014 05:32 PM 

Yeah it helps when you're born tall and handsome but time spent at the gym can compensate for bad
genetics

so can learning game, and i assure you a 16 year old that banged 2 teachers (lamo what a legend) has it
down pat

itsarusko • 5 points • 4 October, 2014 09:29 AM 

I was born tall and handsome and played varsity in a very competitive sport (morning lift every other
day) and still didn't get pussy until I learned how to not be a pussy. Genetics aren't everything. If my
dad would have been an alpha player so would i. Instead he was a married middle aged religious man
so no talks about woman ever. Its all about up bringing

Hugeman33 • 1 point • 4 October, 2014 10:03 AM 

My college roommate was like this. 6'3' shredded. Varsity everything. And virgin.

I'm 5'11 and was about 20 lbs overweight but I killed it with the ladies.

cooltrip[S] • 2 points • 3 October, 2014 05:53 PM* 

Female teachers be like: "hey boy, we want to teach you a lesson: you've got to learn you're an alpha.
We'll show you what that means."

markasstrick123 • 1 point • 3 October, 2014 10:01 PM* 

This guy on my high school football team was 5'3" and knocked dudes twice his size on their ass.
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You should have seen how this guy did with women.

Kind of like this http://youtu.be/mzfcoGdPkTc

markasstrick123 • 10 points • 3 October, 2014 09:59 PM 

True. Alpha is mostly a consequence of your lifestyle. Alpha's have high testosterone. You earn high
testosterone, you don't just have it. Football players have high testosterone because they sprint, lift heavy
weights, yell a lot, and don't take shit from anyone. Football players aren't mythical alpha pussy slayers.

[deleted] • 4 points • 4 October, 2014 02:43 AM 

It's football as in soccer. It's a UK link. They're built like normal men, if not often slimmer due to running so
much.

Ganjgirlsandsteelies • 3 points • 6 October, 2014 06:25 AM 

Go back to link it says they're from Louisiana.

[deleted] • 1 point • 6 October, 2014 04:51 PM 

Yeah you're right. Good shout.

cooltrip[S] • 6 points • 3 October, 2014 05:07 PM 

when you're 16 and you're still developing, it's not football that makes you fit, it's your natural fitness that
enables you for football. Once you play football, of course, it also helps you stay even fitter.

[deleted] • 5 points • 3 October, 2014 05:52 PM 

No you're right. In a sport like wrestling or track an athlete's success can be based on work put in. But for
football 75% of the athletes were born with great genetics or size or both. Especially at a young age like
16. Not to say that a 16 year old with average genetics reading this wouldn't see a benefit from putting in
work.

Position5hero • -1 points • 3 October, 2014 05:34 PM 

wrong.

If you don't lift and excerise you won't be able to play even at a high school level.

natural fitness

Excuses for the lazy. No one's genetics are so bad that serious time in the gym won't be able to push them
way way ahead of 16 year olds that dont lift

Plus when you're 16 gains are so fucking easy, try being in your late 30s and staying buff it's a constant
struggle

[deleted] • 6 points • 3 October, 2014 05:56 PM 

"Excuses for the lazy."

True.

"No one's genetics are so bad that serious time in the gym won't be able to push them way way ahead
of 16 year olds that dont lift"

Actually i knew guys with average genetics who worked their asses off in the offseason but still were
benched over guys who didn't do much in the offseason but had good athletic or size genes. In
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addition to that if you don't allow your offseason work to translate to the field it won't matter.
Meaning if you give 100% in the gym but only 75% on the field your offseason work won't matter
much.

Position5hero • 1 point • 3 October, 2014 06:04 PM 

Well man it depends.

If you're a linebacker then it's not gonna fly if you don't lift and lift hard no matter how good your
genetics are

If you're a wide out you basically just have to be fast and tallish and have good fingers and you're
golden

I played tight end becuase I just didn't have the body to be a wide out I was too bulky/too much
lifting/skipped leg day a lot so I just wan't as fast as the thinner guys even though I wanted to be a
wide recieviever

But regardless of your position you should be lifting, the field goal kicker doesn't have to lift as
much as the linebacker

[deleted] • 7 points • 3 October, 2014 08:29 PM 

This guy may have peaked at 16. How does he top this? A foursome??? Surely no non-porn star has ever pulled
this off. :-P

slcjosh • 13 points • 3 October, 2014 10:20 PM 

if youre bagging your teachers in a filmed threesome and carrying on a relationship with them...theres no
way youve peaked. This homie has just begun his cock-rampage. Good for him. Go get em young buck.

watersign • 6 points • 4 October, 2014 03:22 AM 

we'll see these two in /r/PussyPass in about a year

sailorJery • 3 points • 4 October, 2014 02:35 AM 

He probably had some "power" over them or something equally stupid.

captvic • 7 points • 3 October, 2014 10:40 PM 

I wanna see what the kid looks like. You can't just have a threesome with two teachers and not be ridiculously
handsome.

Modern__Day__Pricus • 14 points • 3 October, 2014 05:23 PM 

Okay...

Look, I have dug deeply within the red pill for about 3-4 years now. It has helped me in ways I would of never
imagined. The philosophy has even inspired me to write a blog. I am sure you have seen me link my shit a bunch
of times already

http://associationofchronos.com/

With that said though, this shit is still shocking to me a bit. This shit is going pass comedy to down right scary.

These broads weren't THIS bad back then. I mean, yeah, women cheated and did their dirt but, c'mon now.
EVERY month a new story about a teacher fucking a student is dropping.

The fuck?
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And know what's crazy if you say something?

"Well, MEN can do this and, MEN can do this, etc"

Yeah, no shit sweetheart. But we can NEVER match the body count like you can. Its why as a society it was best
to keep the female desire to a limited amount or else shit like this would occur.

There is a reason the word "Slut" exists. It keeps females in check. Or, better yet DID keep females in check.

What the fuck is going to happen when more men start to find "The Red Pill". Too much freedom for women
will leave men out in the cold and erased from memory as if they never existed from this world once they realize
that Disney has been lying to them all this time.

http://associationofchronos.com/2014/08/05/awareness-from-ignorance-to-apocalypse/

This is getting out of fucking hand

RedPill115 • 12 points • 3 October, 2014 11:16 PM 

These broads weren't THIS bad back then. I mean, yeah, women cheated and did their dirt but, c'mon
now. EVERY month a new story about a teacher fucking a student is dropping.

Yes, but I doubt the real conclusion is that it's actually going up.

There's just more public interest in treating it with hysteria now than their was then. There's more interest in
shaming someone for doing it now than their was then.

Modern__Day__Pricus • 3 points • 4 October, 2014 12:58 AM 

True.

I just can't believe there is a new story everyday on the Hypergamy aspect of women.

I wonder what I would say if I never found the Pill

"Oh man! That kid is lucky. I wish I had those teachers in my school"

Or

"Wow. God must of some weird plan in mind. I just can't figure it out. He works in crazy ways man"

Or my favorite...

"They were emotional and got caught up. They are women man. That's all"

KyfhoMyoba • 2 points • 3 October, 2014 11:40 PM 

No. It IS going up. Whatever-wave-of-feminism we're on right now has encouraged women to slut it up
to previously unimaginable levels. This did not happen, at this rate, at least, even 15 years ago.

RedPill115 • 4 points • 3 October, 2014 11:46 PM 

I didn't argue that women used to not be encouraged to slut it up.

I said a few female teachers were sleeping with their male students 15 years ago. I remember rumors
about it then - it's just that no one took it as a serious crime then. No one was real motivated to track it
down, and no one was real motivated to make it front page news.

Ganjgirlsandsteelies • 1 point • 6 October, 2014 06:42 AM 

And as for the opposite? Were male teachers sleeping with female students at the same
frequency?

RedPill115 • 1 point • 6 October, 2014 04:14 PM 
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I'm not sure what you were getting at, but I imagine male teachers were sleeping with their
female students more than the female teachers sleeping with male students.

In my grandparents generation it was fairly common for younger women and older men to get
married. My grandparents age difference is like 20 years or something - and I've asked other
people, it seemed to be fairly common at the time.

I suspect at the time it was a "bad, unless you get married, then it's ok" situation.

[deleted] • 3 points • 3 October, 2014 10:09 PM 

You drew a few nice conclusions toward the end of that article, however the 75% buildup was excessive. As
someone who writes 3 blogs fairly regularly, I know that to generate readership & followings it pays to keep
things concise. The best things I've written haven't been read by anyone without me asking someone to
directly, but other shorter posts get linked from all over because they are bite-sized.

Just a thought. Your writing is good, just maybe consider less diversions from your message. Also nice
website.

Modern__Day__Pricus • 1 point • 3 October, 2014 10:16 PM 

Appreciate that man thank you. I have thought about the same thing when it comes to writing.

I just have a lot to say but end up overdoing it. I need to start thinking if it were me being a brand new
viewer reading the blog. Would I want to read ALL of that?

Its like doing too much foreplay and talking to get the pussy. I have always liked Rollo's style and Roosh.
They are somewhat long but keep a flow going in a much shorter style.

Thank you again for comment. I am definitely putting this advice into action.

[deleted] • 1 point • 3 October, 2014 10:35 PM 

Yeah for sure. On the other side of the coin is everything here in TRP, of which there are no buildups.
Straight to the point to get people to read your particular post. Of course, a blog is a different setting
than a subreddit forum, but you get what I mean.

How long have you been writing? It definitely improves over time, especially if you're writing
something you enjoy. I started out particularly terrible and I'm still working on it. And I just read
another - hiding in plain sight (will smith video), very good. I'll have to go through your work later.

Modern__Day__Pricus • 0 points • 4 October, 2014 12:55 AM 

Yeah. You mean like "Click bait" type of blogs. I have a section for that somewhat called
"#Nofliter". Its where I just let it all loose and talk shit for a couple of paragraphs on a subject
without holding back and trying to be slick and class about it.

I admire the style of blogs like that but, its a reason I only have a section and not a whole blog
dedicated to it. Maybe one day but, who knows. I wanted my blog to be taken serious and
hopefully one day be up there with the greats like "The Rational Male", "No Ma'am", "Chateau
Heartise", etc. Or shit, at least top 20 lol.

And honestly, since April of this year. I started my first post actually in October of 2013 and
didn't come back to the blog until April 2014. Yeah, a lot of wasted time but, I made up for it in
these past 7 months. I have 40 something followers now. Not a lot but very appreciated. The fact
that some of the blogs that follow me (Including "Captain No Marriage") are establish and
understand my work is a blessing it itself.
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And thank you again. Sometimes a video online will inspire to write some stuff. I have to fall
back on my video overload too. But yeah I believe "Hitch" should be watched by others on here.
Sure, the ending is..... Eh but, the concepts Will Smith character displays made me see things in a
new light. Especially that scene I broke down in that "Hiding in plain sight" post.

[deleted] • 3 points • 4 October, 2014 12:31 AM 

I heard that he blackmailed one of the teachers into talking the other one into it. Not sure if that's true or not.

[deleted] • 2 points • 4 October, 2014 02:41 AM 

Is there an alternate source? I'm not giving TDM the page view.

No matter how much it gets brought up that it's a joke so many still use it.

oldredder • 1 point • 4 October, 2014 03:06 AM 

a few: google search or Yahoo, then look at the cached copy. That loads a page already stored (viewed)
instead of adding the view-count.

tedcase • 6 points • 3 October, 2014 05:01 PM 

Be careful here. This was statutory rape, as no doubt legendary as this guy was, Women need to learn that rape is
rape regardless of the genders involved. Don't trivialise that.

morph85 • 8 points • 4 October, 2014 02:42 AM* 

In Europe and most sane countries the age of consent is 13 or 16 yrs old, not 16-18, like all states in the US.
In some states, if a girl is 1 day shy of 18 and screws a guy he can get him sentenced, but pass a couple more
days and she's allowed to take a sit on a facial abuse couch. So with all due respect, take the statutory rape
BS and those fuckturd laws shove it up the governments ass.

PS- I would of banged the crap out of a couple of my teachers when I was 13, and even younger. To
whomever implies some horse shit like I was too young, mentally or biologically, easily influenced or
whatever else besides that I wanted to bang the crap out of them, he can follow the path recommended
above.

Edit: To think these women can get up to 17 and a half years in jails for this is fucking ridiculous beyond
belief.

-Tyler_Durden-3 points 4 October, 2014 04:29 AM [recovered] 

Blame the people who push for these laws. Until they are changed, we must treat both genders equally.
Just look at what the system is doing to these guys.

morph85 • 3 points • 4 October, 2014 11:03 AM 

Absolutely agree with, but the solution is not to cry rape over shit like this, since you are enforcing
the mentality that it is wrong and you should go to jail if you have sex with a willing 17 yr old that
jumps on your dick in a public bathroom. If you want to change this mentality you should argue
against it. It's good to say both genders should be treated equally, but don't say it was rape.

The story in the link is very fucked up.

cooltrip[S] • 5 points • 3 October, 2014 05:03 PM 

Let's keep the rape part off and consider only the hypergamy component.
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https://theredarchive.com/author/-Tyler_Durden-
http://www.njlawjournal.com/id=1202671192865/NJ-Justices-Hear-German-School-Trip-Sex-Case?slreturn=20140904002600
https://theredarchive.com/author/morph85
https://theredarchive.com/author/cooltrip
https://theredarchive.com/redirect?l=/r/TheRedPill/comments/2i7b1v/a_reminder_that_being_an_alpha_is_fun_two_female/
https://theredarchive.com/
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Of course, rape is a crime and has to be treated as the crime it is.

RedPill115 • 10 points • 3 October, 2014 11:20 PM 

I think this is crap. Do we have to be as stupid as the feminists and insist that all non-socially-approved
sex is now "rape"?

It's possible for it to be rape, but the article says he was only caught because he was bragging to his
friends. Damn, there were several female teachers I wanted to sleep with in middle school, let alone high
school.

It's one thing to say that teachers be fired for sleeping with students who desired to sleep with them, but
to call it rape just because someone is uncomfortable about it is a bunch of crap.

KyfhoMyoba • -1 points • 3 October, 2014 11:33 PM 

Even though the age of consent is/might be in that state 16 y.o., there are statutes that prohibit an
adult in a supervisory/caregiver role from having sex with their charge, defining it as statutory rape.

RedPill115 • 5 points • 4 October, 2014 12:27 AM 

That's not an actual response to what I wrote. I couldn't care less what the statutes say. The way
those statutes actually work is to provide a legal charge if someone complains. Like half my high
school was technically violating the law by sleeping with each other before they were legally
allowed according to law.

When I was 5, I said I wanted to marry my mother. I was 5 - I hadn't hit the hormones yet, I didn't
know what that meant, I just wanted to live with a person I loved who cared about me. I was 5.

When I was 8, the hormones had started and I was appalled I had ever thought that. My whole
view of what that "meant" had shifted. No one had ever made fun of me or brought it up again,
but it was still embarrassing just thinking about it to myself. I would still have babysitters, and if
they were female and they were cute, I had some urge to do...something with them. I had an idea,
but didn't know the whole thing.

In 5th and 6th grade I loved boobs and girls legs in those short shorts.

By middle school I wanted to sleep with girls or teachers. I'm not sure if I specifically wanted to
have sex, or it was more other "clearly very sexual things where we get off", but it was basically
the same thing.

By high school I mean - come on, it was high school. I would later find out that some of the girls I
hung out with had actually started having sex at 14, and the majority of them by 16. Not with me,
but with whoever they were dating.

Damn, if I had had the opportunity to have sex with 2 attractive teachers without getting someone
pregnant - hell yes I would have. I won't even go into the cute young teacher who joined the
school and taught our health class.

It's possible for guys to be raped by women. Watch the movie "Kids" if you want to see some sick
disgusting stuff. But if I had been able to sleep with that girl who taught health class, the idea that
that was "rape" is bullshit. Absolute bullshit. I sure as hell would have been happier and more
confident, that's for sure.

School can't have their teachers sleeping with their students. And you are to young to handle say,
getting someone pregnant. Not that that stop high school students from sleeping with each other
though. But to call it "rape" is just fucked up stupid crap. If I had somehow been able to sleep
with that health teacher, and someone found out and she got fired, I would have felt bad and

https://theredarchive.com/author/RedPill115
https://theredarchive.com/author/KyfhoMyoba
https://theredarchive.com/author/RedPill115
https://theredarchive.com/
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thought it was stupid. But accussing her of rape is an atrocity.

sailorJery • 6 points • 4 October, 2014 02:33 AM 

the law is not the arbiter of morality, the only thing that's "wrong" about this is they abused their
positions, but it's not morally unacceptable, most guys that age would stab someone for a chance
at a 2 woman 3 way.

[deleted] • 3 points • 4 October, 2014 03:12 AM 

It may have been inappropriate, but it wasn't rape. All parties involved enjoyed it, right? No one
was complaining. I don't think it's helpful to confuse this with rape, which is a heinous crime.

[deleted] • 1 point • 4 October, 2014 03:45 PM 

Bullshit this isnt rape. The dude was 16 and had two hot teachers trying to bang him. He even insisted in the
article that it was consensual. almost any dude his age would do the same thing, willingly. not rape.

AllMenDrip • 3 points • 4 October, 2014 09:00 AM 

I think that a big part of RP and the world disregards female paedophilia. Most women will say they like
masculine muscle men but these female teachers stories coming out are more than an exception. Women are
attracted to beautiful youths even if they still have boyish feminine features. Maternal love + sex hormones =
horny milf

Ganjgirlsandsteelies • 2 points • 6 October, 2014 06:47 AM 

No, these women are the exception. Being a naive pretty boy won't get you anywhere with women. Being an
alpha football player will.

dave256hali • 0 points • 4 October, 2014 01:50 AM 

I'm pretty sure they're talking about Soccer, not American Football. Soccer players aren't usually built like
refrigerators.

Glenbert • 1 point • 4 October, 2014 04:47 AM 

I'm pretty sure you could've glanced through the article in the time it took you to write this post.

oldredder • 1 point • 4 October, 2014 03:06 AM 

And he was almost 17. On the fence if he should have waited for 17 so as not to get them both jail time, or, if
being "off limits" only added to the attraction since these 2 women could have gone for a different 17 year old
and together, NONE would have said no. Unless gay.

fnordsnord • 1 point • 6 October, 2014 08:07 PM 

Wait? You can't wait under circumstances like that. It was entirely situational. He was riding a maximum
value wave. He had to either bang, or say, "ooops, no, this is wrong" and pass. That opportunity was NOT
going to come again.

https://theredarchive.com/author/sailorJery
https://theredarchive.com/author/AllMenDrip
https://theredarchive.com/author/Ganjgirlsandsteelies
https://theredarchive.com/author/dave256hali
https://theredarchive.com/author/Glenbert
https://theredarchive.com/author/oldredder
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